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An inflatable de-orbit system that accelerates natural orbit decay by orders of magnitude
is discussed. Applications of GOLD include de-orbit of antiquated satellites, micro-satellites,
spent stages, and derelict satellites. In this patented concept, a relatively large, ultralightweight envelope is stowed in a small package. GOLD can be used in a number of ways.
It is most economical to attach it to a spacecraft or upper stage before launch. However,
GOLD could be attached to existing large orbital debris objects using, for example, an
electrically propelled orbital tender. For large dense objects that could pose a hazard to
people or property on the ground during reentry, GOLD can be used to target reentry into
an ocean. For most LEO satellites, GOLD is more mass and cost effective than chemical
propulsion and can reduce de-orbit time, in some cases from many centuries to just a few
months. Risk assessment indicates that GOLD, as compared with competing non-propulsive
de-orbit concepts, does not contribute further to the orbital debris problem and has a lower
risk to operating satellites.

S

I. Introduction

PACE debris is a growing problem in many orbital regimes despite numerous and pervasive debris mitigation
policies enacted and followed internationally. The recent collision in low Earth orbit (LEO) of an operational
Iridium satellite and a defunct Russian satellite underscores the need for an ability to safely de-orbit large objects
from popular, congested orbital regions. The Gossamer Orbit Lowering Device (GOLD) has the ability to de-orbit
satellites in these regions in a manner that reduces the risk to other operating satellites and lowers the probability of
creating new debris.
Under company internal research and development and US government funding, Global Aerospace Corporation
has developed a system for de-orbit of satellites and large orbital debris objects. This system concept uses a
lightweight, inflated envelope to increase the drag area and accelerate the natural orbit decay process by orders of
magnitude. Potential uses of this system include de-orbit of antiquated satellites, micro-satellites, upper stages, and
uncooperative satellites in orbits up to about 1200 km altitude. The de-orbit device can be attached to satellites or
upper stages before launch, delivered to multiple debris objects by orbital tenders, or used for targeted and
controlled reentry of large space platforms. The GOLD system increases the cross-section area of a satellite, thereby
amplifying the atmospheric drag effect, or momentum exchange, with atmospheric molecules. This momentum
exchange results in a reduction of satellite orbit energy and subsequent orbit lowering without increasing the
effective collision cross-section Area-Time Product (ATP) for low- and high-energy collisions that can endanger
operating satellites or generate new orbital debris objects. GOLD’s effective collision cross-section ATP is a factor
of about 700-times lower than the bare satellite for high-energy (hard-body-to-hard-body) collisions because the
large drag area significantly reduces decay time and because GOLD operates near Solar Maximum periods when
atmospheric densities are higher.
In 2005 and 2006, a small government-funded feasibility study demonstrated the technical and market feasibility
of a de-orbit package that can be integrated into a spacecraft for de-orbit. In this project, GAC developed a GOLD
conceptual system design, evaluated performance and system scaling, assessed and compared the risk to operating
satellites and of creating new debris with other de-orbit concepts, and looked at three concepts of operation. Also,
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the demand was assessed for such a system in light of the growing number of government guidelines, policies, and
directives for orbital debris mitigation, including planned de-orbit.

II. Concept Summary
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In this patented (US 6,830,222) concept a relatively large, lightweight envelope is stowed in a small package
onboard or attached to satellites or launch vehicle stages that require eventual orbit lowering or de-orbit. One early
system concept is illustrated in Figure 1 below showing a fully deployed GOLD envelope attached to a large
scientific platform. Key elements of this innovative new concept are a large, ultra-lightweight and thin, inflatable
envelope to reduce object ballistic coefficient by up to two orders of magnitude; controlled envelope deployment,
inflation control and pressure maintenance; autonomous controller and power source; and envelope protection
against UV and atomic oxygen (AO) environments. The GOLD system requires very little mass and power, does not
require an operating satellite, functions autonomously, does not further contribute to the orbit debris problem, can be
designed and integrated into space vehicles planned for launch into space, can be used to de-orbit small satellites
that have no propulsion systems, is capable of being installed on derelict space objects already in orbit, and is very
simple.

Figure 1. A GOLD system initiating de-orbit of a large observatory.
It has been found that this device is very effective in the 750 to 900 km altitude, high inclination orbit regime,
which is a highly used portion of space due largely to the sun-synchronous and communications missions deployed
there. Importantly, it has a lower risk of destroying operating satellites and of creating new debris than bare
spacecraft or other non-propulsive de-orbit devices such as electrodynamic tethers, gravity gradient drag tapes, or
boom-supported thin film aerobrakes.
There are many satellites of significant size that could be de-orbited by a GOLD system. Here we describe a
preliminary performance assessment of a GOLD system for a few example space objects in a real space
environment. Table 1 shows a comparison of GOLD de-orbit systems and performance with a set of common
assumptions and system scaling. The drag area augmentation in this comparison is a factor of 65 (except for the
DMSP case, which is 265 to limit decay to 1 year), the envelope is assumed to be 6.35 micron thick Kapton and the
entry altitude is held constant at 130 km. The atmosphere for nominal decay is the Mass Spectrometer and
Incoherent Scatter Experiment 1990 (MSISe-90) mean, while the GOLD decay atmosphere is assumed to be the
MSISe-90 average high solar activity typical of that experienced ±1 year from solar maximum. Only Iridium has a
propulsion system for carrying out delta-V maneuvers. Note that the mass of propulsion systems is not included
which can be a large fraction of the total spacecraft mass (10-20%). Even so, in most cases the GOLD system
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requires less mass than the propellant required to de-orbit. Also note UARS and MIR are no longer in orbit but are
shown only as examples for similar size satellites in similar orbits.
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Table 1. Comparison of the performance of GOLD for a number of example space platforms

III. Example System Design
In collaboration with our space inflatable subcontractor, ILC Dover, we have completed a point design of the
GOLD system for a large spacecraft in high orbit. In this effort, we developed an understanding of overall systemlevel requirements and, with government concurrence, we defined a reference mission and satellite for the point
design work. We analyzed the space and aerodynamic thermal environments and assessed their possible impact to
envelope material and protection scheme options. We researched envelope film and coating materials, including
material availability, and space environmental protection schemes. We developed possible envelope stowage and
deployment schemes, which also included sensor requirements and analysis. We created an overall system
functional block diagram, developed point subsystem designs including preliminary mass, volume and power
estimates and we developed a system-level mass and power breakdown from which three parametric estimates of
cost of the theoretical first unit were established. Finally, we developed computer-aided designs of the stowed
system, its interface to an example satellite, and an example system deployment sequence.
A reference mission orbit is defined as 833 km altitude, 98.2° inclination, sun synchronous. The reference
satellite has a mass of 1200 kg and a cross-section area of about 4.4 m2. The point design GOLD system for this
satellite and orbit consists of a 37 m diameter envelope, a gas inflation and pressure maintenance subsystem, along
with sensors, power, and control hardware. Figure 2 illustrates the stowed GOLD system for the example satellite
and mission. For this large satellite and high orbit the stowed system is packaged in about a 24-inch diameter by 7inch high cylinder. What you see here is the outer meteroid and orbit debris (MOD) shield to protect the system
during the spacecraft’s operational life and GOLD dormancy phases. Also shown are very small solar arrays on the
top and four sides to provide power to the battery during dormancy.

Figure 2. Stowed GOLD system.
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A simple pressurized gas container is adequate for inflation to a predetermined internal pressure to offset the
external stagnation pressure, and is sufficient to maintain the shape essentially constant as the orbit lowering
proceeds. Pressure maintenance involves adjusting the internal pressure of the envelope as the outside stagnation
pressure increases and also to make up for gas leaks that occur as the envelope is holed by meteoroids and orbit
debris. It is anticipated that a GOLD envelope will experience a number of collisions with small particles that will
generate small holes through which the inflation gas will slowly escape. Models show a surprisingly small amount
of gas is needed for makeup because overall internal pressures are kept low. For the large reference system less than
1 kg of gas was required for the yearlong de-orbit. This design included meteoroid and orbit debris (MOD)
shielding to protect the system during its period of dormancy before deployment. For a one year decay scenario for
this large satellite, the GOLD system mass was estimated at about 3% of satellite mass.
The controlled deployment and inflation of the GOLD system is initiated either by command from the ground or
by the use of a countdown or watchdog timer in the case of a spent upper stage or failed satellite. In the case of a
cooperative satellite, the countdown timer can be periodically reset into the future. If the spacecraft fails, the system
deploys automatically after the watchdog timer reaches zero and when the time is near Solar Max. After inflation,
the envelope is subject to atmospheric, solar pressure and gravity gradient forces that generate torques on the
combined system. As soon as the system is deployed it will begin to be penetrated by micrometeoroids and orbital
debris. Autonomous gas replenishment continues throughout the orbit lowering or de-orbit phase in order to
maintain proper inflation and envelope shape to balance the internal gas pressure with the atmospheric or stagnation
pressure.

IV. Simulation, Performance, and System Scaling
During the government effort, we developed an analysis tool to simulate orbit decay under a variety of system
and environmental parameters. In order to determine the impact of aerodynamic forces and heating on the envelope
and determine the allowable altitude of demise of the GOLD system, we analyzed the near-entry conditions. We
also determined the impact of space environments (AO, UV, solar pressure, gravity gradient and aerodynamic
forces, thermal, etc.). In order to understand gas leak and debris damage issues, we carried out extensive research
into meteoroid and space debris flux models, hypervelocity impact physics, and holing models. We developed
algorithms for internal envelope pressure and analyzed the pressure requirements as a function of altitude. We
carried out deployment dynamics studies to understand and analyze deployment options. In order to determine
possible effects on internal pressure requirements, we analyzed the fully deployed rigid and flexible body dynamics.
In addition, we created simulation models to predict system behavior and performance, carried out trade studies to
assess performance as a function of satellite parameters such as size and altitude, assessed the implications to space
operations of accelerated satellite de-orbit, and compared GOLD performance to typical propulsion de-orbit.
Finally, we carried out a structural analysis of the envelope to obtain estimates of natural frequencies and deflections
as a function of internal envelope pressure and estimate external forces and torques as a function of envelope design
parameters. In this section we will discuss four of the above-mentioned studies, namely, solar effects on
atmospheric density, envelope holing and leakage analysis, system scaling, and GOLD performance compared with
chemical propulsion.
In order to understand satellite decay times, we researched and analyzed the effects of the Solar Cycle (F10.7
number) and Geomagnetic Index (Ap) on the atmosphere density at high altitudes. Figure 5 displays Earth’s
atmospheric densities as a function of altitude for various solar activity level assumptions. Note the large density
differences between models at high altitude. We found that during high solar activity periods there is a 3 times
reduction in decay time as compared to low solar periods. For this reason, GOLD systems will be deployed near
Solar Max. Operating atmospheric drag de-orbit devices, like GOLD, near Solar Max also significantly reduces the
risk of damage to operating satellites.
We carried out detailed envelope holing analysis with different materials and impact speeds. For this study, we
used a nominal meteorite and orbit debris environment calculated from NASA’s Orbit Debris Environment Model
(ORDEM) at 833 km, an altitude at which there is a notable spike in debris flux (making this a conservative
assumption due to less debris flux at lower altitudes).
Figure 4 displays an example de-orbit profile for the reference spacecraft and orbit parameters. GOLD
accelerates the natural decay process from about a thousand years to only 1 year. For the example 1200 kg satellite
de-orbited from 833 km, only about 135 grams of gas are required to inflate the envelope and maintain the required
pressure throughout the one year de-orbit even with leakage caused by MOD holing. The initial fill gas is about 36
micrograms, although a larger amount may be required (a few grams) in order to counteract initial electrostatic
forces trying to keep the envelope from spreading apart.
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Figure 3. MSISE-90 atmospheric densities as a function of altitude and solar activity level.

Figure 4. GOLD inflation gas usage and orbit altitude during the reference de-orbit mission.
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Three types of system scaling have been carried out. First, we analyzed the applicability of GOLD to satellites
with varying ballistic coefficients in various low Earth orbits. We then analyzed the mass of the envelope, the most
massive system component, for four orbit decay periods (one week, one month, one year, and three years). This
scaling is shown in Figure 5 below. For a typical sun synchronous 1200 kg weather satellite, depicted by the blue
diamond in Figure 5, a 37-m diameter GOLD envelope lowers ! from about 125 kg/m2 to about 0.50 kg/m2. For
this satellite, orbit decay requires about 365 days. In our government-funded effort, one year was determined to be a
reasonable decay time that offset the size and mass of the system. The GOLD system mass was estimated at about
3% of satellite mass, including much less than 1 kg of inflation gas, for this one year decay scenario. For lighter
weight objects or lower orbits, the decay time can be substantially shorter. For example, a 2-m diameter GOLD
envelope, which could fit nicely in a 2-inch cube, will de-orbit a 10-kg satellite from a 650-km circular orbit in only
about 120 days. In addition, we also completed work on the system scaling for a possible upper stage
demonstration.

Figure 5. Time to entry of the combined GOLD/object as a function of initial circular orbit altitude for 4
different values of ballistic coefficient, !, assuming an atmosphere typical within ±1 year of Solar Max.
We explored the GOLD system design parameters (system mass, mass fraction, and gas requirements) as a
function of orbital decay time and envelope materials and thicknesses and we compared the mass fractions to
propulsive de-orbit scenarios. We found that for typical propulsion types (bipropellant and mono-propellant
systems), a 1-year de-orbit GOLD system had a lower mass fraction for most envelope designs than propulsive deorbit (considering only propellant mass). Table 2 shows the comparison of the de-orbit system mass for a 1-year
GOLD de-orbit scenario with two basic propulsive de-orbit scenarios, namely, bringing the satellite to a 25-year
decay orbit or an immediate de-orbit for two different types of propulsion systems. GOLD is less massive and less
costly than chemical propulsion de-orbit options, especially when propulsion is not required of a satellite mission.
We have found that GOLD can operate successfully in the 750 to 900 km altitude regime, which is a highly used
portion of space due largely to the sun-synchronous and communications missions deployed there. Above 1200 km,
propulsive options might require a lower mass fraction of spacecraft than GOLD, however, above this altitude range,
hybrid GOLD-plus-propulsive options may result in lower overall mass fraction.
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Table 2. A comparison of GOLD with chemical propulsion.

There were several key results of this simulation and modeling work. We established the desirability for a
dormancy period for any de-orbit device that uses atmospheric drag to take advantage of high solar activity levels
and reduce decay times. We determined that, at the altitude the GOLD envelope would disintegrate in the
atmosphere (well below 200 km), the base satellite should already be destined to re-enter within a few days or less.
We also found that at certain altitudes, solar pressure and gravity gradient forces dominant rather than atmospheric
drag. This fact has implications on the performance of non-spherical or extended-structure drag augmentation
devices since there are significant periods when the orientation of the device is dictated by non-atmospheric forces
and hence performance suffers.

V. Alternate Concepts of Operation
There are many applications of this technology that involve attaching GOLD to satellites or upper stages prior to
launch. Such applications include: prompt upper stage de-orbit; micro-satellite de-orbit; the augmentation of
propulsive de-orbit for high altitude satellite de-orbit; and geosynchronous-transfer-orbit satellite or upper stages deorbit or LEO circularization. In this section we will discuss two alternative concepts of operation (CONOPS),
specifically, active debris removal of large LEO space objects and targeted, controlled reentry of large space
platforms.
In an active debris removal CONOPS, an electric-propulsion-driven orbital tender vehicle or Orbital Transfer
Vehicle (OTV) would carry ~10-15 GOLD units to be placed on derelict satellites or upper stages. An electric
propulsion system is assumed for the orbital tender since the fuel mass requirements will be much smaller than for
conventional propulsion systems, making removal of multiple large objects economically viable. Preliminary
analysis indicates many similarly-placed objects could be reached within about 2 years by a 500 kg (dry mass) OTV.
The OTV, powered by a 12 kW solar array (BOL) and two NASA/DS1-class thrusters, requires less than 200 kg of
fuel. The OTV is launched a few years before Solar Maximum, when atmospheric density is orders of magnitude
greater than at Solar Minimum. The trajectory would be optimized to maximize the number of objects reached and
de-orbited. The orbital tender would have the capability to rendezvous with the object, attach, activate and monitor
the deployment and inflation of the GOLD system before moving on to the next derelict object.
Some large space objects require controlled, targeted de-orbit and reentry because too much material survives
reentry and reaches the Earth’s surface where it can jeopardize the safety of people or property. Figure 6 depicts the
CONOPS for such a scenario. In the controlled reentry CONOPS, when GOLD has reduced the orbit to the point of
imminent entry, the large envelope is allowed to deflate under natural conditions to reduce drag and defer reentry a
few days. Then, using careful timing, the envelope is fully inflated at the correct point in the orbit. The envelope is
released a short time later when a predefined, well-characterized change in velocity has been achieved. This
sequence will cause the system to reenter the atmosphere in a controlled and targeted manner such that large, dense
debris pieces fall into the ocean rather than onto land. Estimates of the maximum down-range error, based on
published analysis of a similar, but not optimum, concept (Ref 1), are much less than 2,500 km. The targeted
reentry implemented by GOLD will reduce the casualty estimate to acceptably low (insignificant) levels.
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Figure 6. Targeted and controlled de-orbit concept of operation.

VI. Risk Assessment
In this section we assess the risk of a GOLD-type system disabling operational satellites or creating large orbit
debris and compare that risk with other candidate de-orbit concepts. We also show orbital debris flux projections
with and without the use of a GOLD de-orbit system on all satellites under the US regulatory influence.
If a satellite-sized object weighing 1200 kg and having a 4.4 m2 cross-section area (CSA) were to collide with a
very thin film, the area of the film of the cross-section area of the object would, in essence, “impact” the object. If
the film were 6.35 micron thick Kapton (areal density of 9 g/m2), the total “projectile” mass would be about 0.04 kg
spread out over the entire CSA. Assuming a projectile speed of 10 km/s, the energy of this projectile would then be
2x106 J. Since the object has a mass of 1.2x106 g (or 1200 kg), the energy-to-mass ratio or EMR (i.e. the energy per
unit mass deposited into an object) would be 1.7 J/g, well below threshold for breakup or disruption. For a normal
impact with an enclosed envelope there will actually be two impacts with the film. For impacts with very thin films
or a deployed enclosed envelope constructed of a very thin film, catastrophic fragmentation and breakup of an object
will not likely occur, as depicted in Figure 7. However, for impacts with much thicker rigidized films or booms
these are expected to cause disruption of the impactor. Despite the low EMR of the collision between a thin film
and a spacecraft, appendages with low areal density, such as solar panels, will receive sufficient momentum during
the collision that they will move significantly with respect to the main body and their attachment structure could be
deformed permanently or even broken. This unlikely event may disable an operational spacecraft, but will not
create a large number of new debris fragments.
An analysis has been carried out that estimated the effective collision cross-section Area-Time Product (ATP)
for various de-orbit systems for two important impact scenarios (Ref 2). These impact scenarios are 1) low-energy
collisions that can disable other satellites and 2) high-energy collisions that can generate large new debris objects.
Table 3 below compares the effective collision cross-sectional ATP for several methods of deorbiting space
hardware following end of mission. In the “High-energy Collisions” column, the ATP is computed for collisions
between portions of the deorbiting system and debris objects with a typical dimension of 2 m. High-energy
collisions are those collisions that generate many new large debris objects (greater than 10 cm in size). Low-energy
collisions are those collisions that do not generate a significant number of new large debris objects. In all cases, the
example spacecraft is similar to the reference used earlier – a 1200-kg spacecraft with cross-section area of 4 m2
starting at an altitude of 833 km (a typical polar sun-synchronous orbit). However, this pure drag area is augmented
depending on the size of orbit debris. Here we are using a debris object size of 2.5 m. It turns out that most of the
mass of orbital debris is concentrated in this size while most of the area of orbital debris is 2.0 m in size (Ref 3).
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Figure 7. Satellite-to-envelope collision.
A bare spacecraft takes several centuries to deorbit, and all its collisions are high-energy because all collisions
are with the hard body (spacecraft). There are no extended thin areas. Thus the entry in the low-energy collisions
column is zero. The propulsive de-orbit assumes complete immediate deorbit using propulsion. The time from the
assumed delta-velocity is on the order of an hour, so the integrated area time product is negligible in terms of m2years. This approach obviously poses the lowest risk of collision with debris, but is expensive mass-wise and costwise. The inflated-maintained ultrathin envelope (i.e. GOLD) reduced the time to deorbit from centuries to months,
and the only high-energy portion of the area is the hard body spacecraft. Thus, the associated ATP is quite low.
Almost all of the area is the very thin film, which does not produce large new debris upon impact, so the ATP is the
large value shown in the low energy collision column. This value is still very much lower than for the orginal bare
spacecraft due to the different collision cross-section area augmentation.. For the rigidizable space inflatable sphere,
the areal density is assumed to be high enough (100-200 g/m2) that all collisions will produce many new large debris
fragments. Thus all the ATP is in the high-energy collisions column. The value is the same as for the previous row
because the same area is used in both calculations. For the boom-supported film, we have assumed the same
projected drag area, but the area associated with the booms (their length multiplied by the assumed 2 m dimension
of the debris) added to the bare spacecraft area (augmented by collision with 2 m-debris) is used in computing the
high-energy collision ATP. The thin film between booms contributes only to low-energy collisions and makes up
the bulk of the collision ATP. For both the gravity gradient tape and the electrodynamic tether, a dense tip mass of
essentially zero size is assumed at the end of the tether or tape away from the spacecraft. This tip mass is needed to
allow sufficient gravity gradient torque to prevent the tether or tape from swinging backwards and upwards due to
the very force they are using to deorbit the system. The collision cross-sectional area of this tip mass is equal to the
area of the colliding debris object (i.e. 4m2). Thus the value in the high-energy collision column is a little larger
than for the inflation-maintained ultrathin envelope sphere. Both the tether and the tape have very long vertical
extent, so their low-energy collision cross-sectional area is augmented by multiplying their length (5 and 3.3 km
long, respectively) by the 2 m characteristic length of the debris.
The greatest risk of high-energy collisions (that would create many new debris objects) occurs by leaving the
satellite to decay naturally. Rigidizable Space Inflatable de-orbit systems pose the next highest risk since the
envelope areal density is high enough to create large orbital debris objects or satellite disruption upon impact.
Boom-supported films are the next most dangerous. Of the remaining concepts, electrodynamic tethers and gravity
gradient tapes pose the greatest risk of low-energy collisions that could disable an operational spacecraft, but would
not likely create many new debris fragments. Other than propulsive de-orbit, which requires more mass, the lowest
threat is attributed to Inflation-maintained Ultra-thin Envelope type systems like GOLD.
We have learned that object or satellite disruption will not occur when the impact is with a very thin films (~10
g/m2) or lightweight tethers (~3 g/m) since there is too little mass in the target, hence energy, to cause disruption.
However, such an impact will likely disable an operating satellite. Boom Supported Film Aerobrakes, of which
there are several different concepts, have a moderate risk of creating large debris objects due to the potential impact
of large orbital debris objects or satellites with the rigid booms that are dense enough to cause object or satellite
disruption.
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Table 3. Area-Time Product in m2yr for de-orbit concepts for two scenarios

In Figure 8 we display example orbital debris flux projections (>1 cm particles) for three forecast flux levels
depending on future collisions, satellites forecasts and de-orbit assumptions for a particular orbital location, i.e. 715
knm altitude and 57° inclination. The red line corresponds to “business and usual”, with passivation, that
corresponded to a projection of satellite launches from 1998 to 2006 years. The bottom green line assumes a 5 year
de-orbit rule and also roughly displays the projection of flux levels where all satellites used GOLD and were deorbited, on average, about 5 years after their useful life. The third projection (blue line), displays what this
projection would be if only those satellites under the regulatory influence of the US complied with the 5-year rule or
carried a GOLD de-orbit system. For this projection, a 5-year rule, implemented by use of GOLD, could reduce the
particle flux by about 40% below “business as usual”.

Figure 8. Orbital debris flux projection.
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VII. Conclusions
The recent collision in low Earth orbit of an operational Iridium satellite and a derelict Russian satellite
highlights the critical need for an ability to de-orbit large objects from popular, congested orbital regions. The
altitude band from about 750-900 km is a highly used portion of space from which GOLD can successfully de-orbit
satellites. GOLD can provide safe and reliable de-orbit at a tiny fraction of the cost of a spacecraft. GOLD may be
effective in de-orbiting very small satellites, upper stages and objects from geosynchronous transfer orbit. Finally,
the self-contained and autonomous nature of the GOLD concept is amenable to the robotic attachment of de-orbit
systems to existing large debris objects to begin active debris removal from the most important orbital regions.
In summary, propulsive de-orbit offers the least risk and highest flexibility, however, propulsion requires an
operating satellite to function, is the most costly if the satellite mission did not originally need it, and is the most
massive. The operation of GOLD has a lower risk of disabling other operational satellites and a lower risk of
creating large orbit debris objects than competing de-orbit concepts or the derelict satellite itself. In addition, GOLD
does not require an operating satellite to provide attitude stabilization or power as with propulsive de-orbit. GOLD
can be integrated onto the satellite prior to launch or attached to derelict satellites by robots. De-orbit from LEO can
be reduced, in some cases, from many centuries to as little as a few months. Finally, GOLD can assist civilian,
commercial and military space satellite operators in meeting their obligations to mitigate the growing space debris
problem in a cost effective and low risk way.
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